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Abstract
The maize fungal pathogen Setosphaeria turcica has been expanding into Central Europe since the

1980s. We analyse its genetic diversity sampled across Europe and compare it with genetic diversity
outside of Europe. Using clustering, phylogenetic and coalescent-based approaches, we find evidence for
several clonal lineages across Europe that are rapidly expanding and have only recently emerged. The
genetic diversity within the clonal lineages does not seem to be shaped mainly by pervasive selection, but
can be explained by a growing population, potentially due to the massive increase in maize production in
Central Europe.

1 Introduction
While the hemibiotroph fungal pathogen Setosphaeria turcica, which causes the disease northern corn leaf
blight on maize leaves has been reported in southern, warmer regions of Europe since the late 19th century, it
only recently (around 1990) spread also into colder regions in Northwestern Europe [3]. To gather information
about this expansion to colder regions and to provide input for pathogen management and breeding efforts
for resistant maize varieties, we analysed the genetic diversity in a collection of isolates from 11 European
countries (95 isolates) and compared it with the diversity observed in Kenya (26 isolates) and compared the
isolates also with two reference genomes collected in the US. In the following, we summarise some key findings
of our study [18]1.

2 Summary of findings
Based on genetic similarity, all but 6 sampled isolates (coloured in black in subsequent figures) of Europe can
be allocated to four European clusters (Figure 1): Big Clonal (BC, red), Small Clonal (SC, green), French
Clonal (FC, light blue) and Diverse (D, pink). While Kenyan (K, yellow) isolates are well separated from the
European isolates, they are closest (and closer than the other clusters) to the French Clonal cluster. The
American isolates cluster within the Diverse cluster, as indicated by the phylogenetic tree in Figure 1D. The
results show that the French Clonal cluster shares ancestry with the Kenyan cluster, while Big Clonal and Small
Clonal emerged among the lineages in the Diverse cluster. Big Clonal, Small Clonal and French Clonal are
strongly suggested to indeed be clonal lineages: they form distinct phylogenetic clades, within these lineages,
only one mating type is found (sexual reproduction is only possible for isolates of different mating types) and
Phi recombination tests revealed past recombination events only within the Kenyan and Diverse clusters. A
look at the genetic diversity within and between clusters further reveals that clonal clusters show only little
diversity within the clusters (when compared with the other clusters or between-cluster diversity, see Table 1),
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Figure 1: Population structure A) Cluster membership and mating type distribution per region (black dots
mark sampling locations), the inset plot shows the Kenyan cluster (without sampling locations) B) PCA
clustering C) Ancestry coefficients from Admixture D) Phylogenetic tree reconstructed via neighbor-joining.
A-C do not include the American isolates, D does (in dark blue).

and that essentially no to very few mutations are shared between them (or other clusters, at most 3% of all
within-cluster segregating sites are shared for any pair including a clonal lineage).
Phylogenetic dating revealed that each clonal cluster emerged during the second half of the twentieth century
(with posterior probability of at least 95%), while ancestral lineages of different clusters split before the first
observation of S. turcica in Europe (with posterior probability of at least 95%, median posterior estimates are
shown in Figure 2). This analysis also revealed a very recent epoch of strong population growth up to the last
date of sampling the isolates (median estimate of growth epoch start in the 1990s, last sampling in 2012).
Taken together, we interpret the results as follows: The two European clonal lineages Small Clonal and Big
Clonal and the Diverse cluster have a likely American origin from a background where also the reference
genome originates from, whereas the French Clonal cluster shares origin with the Kenyan cluster. The clonal
lineages diversified in Europe, starting from a very small founder population.
The inferred recent population growth epoch correlates temporally with the reported expansion of the pathogen
into Central and more Northern areas of Europe. ABC model selection revealed that this expansion, within
each clonal cluster and the Kenyan cluster, is not dominated by specific genotypes (e.g. due to a selective
advantage), but agrees with just a generally (exponentially) growing pathogen population (the Diverse cluster,
which does not form a phylogenetic clade, was not analysed, also due to confounding residual population
structure). This leads us to propose that the spread of the clonal clusters across Europe could just be a
consequence of the increase in maize cultivation area. However, our results do not exclude that founding
populations of the European clonal clusters may have been better adapted than other isolates and thus led the
expansion. The presence of multiple pathogen races within clonal lineages (races are defined by the ability to
infect maize plants with specific qualitative resistance genes [8]) also points towards limited selection pressure
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Cluster n π dxy log BF neutral growth
Big Clonal 47 3.11 · 10−6 ≥ 5.8 · 10−5 3.5

Small Clonal 16 1.52 · 10−6 ≥ 5.8 · 10−5 3.3
French Clonal 9 1.47 · 10−6 ≥ 9.9 · 10−5 2.5

Diverse 17 4.445 · 10−5 ≥ 5.8 · 10−5 not analysed
Kenyan 26 6.631 · 10−5 ≥ 9.9 · 10−5 1.4

Table 1: Key properties of clusters’ genetic diversity. n: number of allocated individuals, π: per-site nucleotide
diversity, dxy: minimum nucleotide diversity between clusters for all pairs including this cluster, BF neutral
growth: Median log Bayes factor from ABC model selection across the largest 18 genome scaffolds between
a model with neutral exponential growth and a model with recurrent rapid spread of a specific genotype (log
BF≥1: positive support for growth model, log BF≥ 3 strong support).

to overcome qualitative resistance and likely stems from de novo mutations (our phylogenetic dating approach
inferred a high mutation rate compared to other fungal pathogens, which nevertheless should be experimentally
validated in future studies).
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Figure 2: Phylogenetic dating via BEAST, using all European isolates and 2 Kenyan (in yellow). Numbers
show the posterior median age of nodes from the (latest) sampling time in 2012. Triangles represent several
isolates.

Usage of the bwHPC resources

We used the bwUniCluster and the bwUniCluster 2.0 for parallelisation of several methods, using single-node
resources. For read processing, mapping reads and variant calling, we used a snakemake pipeline running
substeps in parallel, with up to 50 jobs at the time and a small number of cores each (<10). Additionally, we
used the built-in parallelisation of BEAST 2 and of the random-forest based Approximate Bayesian Computation
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(ABC) approach from R package abcrf (with 20 and more cores). To simulate genetic diversity under different
evolutionary scenarios as training data for the ABC analysis, we used R scripts employing parallelisation via R
package parallel (usually 25 cores).

3 Methods
Isolates were sequenced with Paired-end Illumina HiSeq 2500 and the resulting reads processed with Fastqc
and Trimmomatic [2]. Processed reads were mapped to the reference, i.e. scaffolds from Et28A v1.0 [15, 6],
via BWA [11]. We then performed SNP calling with GATK [13] and samtools/bcftools [12, 10, 14].
Basic population structure was assessed with Admixture [1], a PCA and by reconstructing the phylogeny by
neighbor-joining. We detected within-cluster recombination with the Phi recombination test [5] as implemented
in SplitsTree [9]. Genetic diversity statistics were computed from SNP data using the R package PopGenome
[16]. The phylogenetic dating was performed by BEAST 2 [4]. For the ABC model selection, we used the
R package abcrf [17] which performs model selection using a random forest of decision trees, trained on
simulated data from each model. As training data, we simulated SNP sequences for two model classes:
a) Kingman’s coalescent (corresponds to the Wright-Fisher model) with exponential growth and b) multiple-
merger coalescents for modelling genome-wide genotypes quickly rising in frequency. This was done by in-house
R scripts [7], which are available from the public R code repository https://github.com/fabianHOH/mmc_
R_gendiv.
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